This paper develops new methods for determining the cointegration rank in a nonstationary fractionally integrated system, extending univariate optimal methods for testing the degree of integration. We propose a simple Wald test based on the singular value decomposition of the unrestricted estimate of the long run multiplier matrix. When the "strength" of the cointegrating relationship is less than 1/2, the statistic has a standard asymptotic distribution, like Lagrange Multiplier tests based on local properties. We compare our procedure with other tests based on different principles and find that the new method has better properties in a range of situations by using information on the alternative obtained through a preliminary estimate of the cointegration strength.
Introduction
Fractional cointegration models are increasingly used as a flexible alternative for the modeling of long run relationships among economic time series. These models allow observed time series to be integrated of any arbitrary order, even stationary as in many financial applications, and simultaneously permit any degree of persistence for the equilibrium relationship. Much effort has been dedicated in the last years to the estimation of the cointegrating relationship, including the asymptotic analysis of different variants of least squares (LS), such as narrow band and generalized LS (GLS) versions, see e.g. Robinson and Marinucci (2003) and Robinson and Hualde (2003) . At the same time, a number of cointegration tests have been developed, most of them built on the null hypothesis of no cointegration versus the alternative of fractional cointegration. If the cointegration vector is known, standard methods for testing the integration degree could be routinely applied, but if this vector, or the level of integration of the original series, has to be estimated, inference methods should adapt to these additional sources of uncertainty. Testing for the cointegration rank in this framework poses further complications in systems with more than two series, even if certain restrictions on the definition of cointegration are imposed.
In a semiparametric frequency domain framework, Marinucci and Robinson (2001) suggested a Hausman-type cointegration test comparing different estimates of the integration orders of the observed series. Recently Robinson (2005) provided rigorous theoretical support to this idea. Marmol and Velasco (2004) proposed a Wald test of the null of spurious relationships against the alternative of a single cointegration relationship among the components of a nonstationary vector process. Their approach relies upon comparing OLS and narrow band GLS-type estimates of the cointegrating vector, with different properties under the competitive hypothesis. A similar idea was used by Hualde and Velasco (2007) , employing the GLS estimates of Robinson and Hualde (2003) . The same chi-squared distribution of the usual Wald statistic is inherited by a parallel cointegration test, hence avoiding the nonstandard asymptotic distribution of Marmol and Velasco's (2004) test and allowing for vector series with components of different integration orders.
In a parametric, time domain framework, Breitung and Hassler (2002) proposed a trace test for the cointegration rank based on a generalized eigenvalues problem of the type considered by Johansen (1988 Johansen ( , 1991 . The resulting limit distribution of the statistic was found to be chi squared, where the degrees of freedom depend only on the cointegration rank under the null hypothesis. Nielsen (2005) argued that the equivalence of this regression based test and the Lagrange Multiplier (LM) test for integration does not extend to the multivariate case. Then he provides the actual form of the multivariate LM test and shows that is also implicitly a test of the null of no cointegration. Breitung and Hassler's (2002) test was generalized for the case were the cointegrating vector has to be estimated by Breitung and Hassler (2006) , which showed that the limit distribution of the statistic is standard when employing the residuals from a regression in differences. Gil-Alaña (2004) extended Engle and Granger (1987) 's procedure, testing for the equality of memory parameters of the original series and of regres-sion residuals using Robinson (1994) 's univariate test, while Nielsen (2004a) proposed a residual based LM test of the null hypothesis of cointegration assuming that the integration orders were known a priori.
However, relatively few work has been dedicated to the analysis of cointegration matrices, subspaces, and rank in fractional systems of dimension greater than two, allowing for multiple cointegrating relationships. For stationary series, Robinson and Yajima (2002) analyzed testing procedures based on the eigenvalues of the estimated and normalized spectral density matrix at frequency zero after a preliminary step to partition the vector series into subsets with identical differencing parameters. The restriction imposed by cointegration on the spectral density matrix at zero frequency was also investigated by Nielsen (2004b) and by Nielsen and Shimotsu (2007) using alternative semiparametric memory estimates. A different route was explored by Chen and Hurvich (2003) , who proposed to estimate the cointegrating relationships by the eigenvectors corresponding to the smallest eigenvalue of an averaged periodogram matrix of tapered, differenced observations. Chen and Hurvich (2006) showed that, for an estimated cointegrating vector, the residual-based Gaussian semiparametric estimates are consistent and asymptotically normal for the given cointegrating subspaces. Using these estimates, a test for fractional cointegration and a procedure for consistently determining the number and the dimension of the cointegrating subspaces was developed and justified.
A further line of work has focused on several fractional generalizations of Granger (1986)'s Error Correction Model (ECM), such as Davidson (2002) , who applied parametric bootstrap to testing the existence of cointegrating relationships. Lasak (2007) considers Likelihood Ratio (LR) tests in a related framework, extending original Johansen's (1988 Johansen's ( ,1991 set up to allow explicitly for fractional cointegration alternatives with stationary residuals of unknown memory.
In this paper we focus on fractional cointegration methods inspired on a further test for the integration degree proposed by Lobato and Velasco (2007) (hereafter LV) . LV questioned the choice of the regressor of the fractional Dickey-Fuller test of Dolado, Gonzalo, and Mayoral (2002) for the null hypothesis of unit root against the alternative of fractional unit root, and proposed an efficient version based on a different regression model. In LV's basic framework, x t is a Type II I(d) process,
where ε t ∼ iid(0, σ 2 ). Suppressing the truncation in the notation, for any d, equation (1) can be rewritten as
where φ = 0 under the null H 0 : d = 1, and φ = −1 under the alternative H a : d < 1. The null hypothesis is tested by means a simple t-statistic for φ = 0 in a rescaled regression. We explore a multivariate extension of LV's procedure for testing the cointegrating rank in a nonstationary fractionally integrated (NFI) system. The univariate regression model (2) is replaced by an appropriate ECM to be estimated by ordinary least squares. The idea is to test whether the smallest singular values of the long run multiplier matrix estimates are significantly different from zero, exploiting the approach recently proposed by Kleibergen and Paap (2006) , KP hereafter.
The plan of the article is the following: in Section 2 we briefly discuss how the singular value decomposition is used by KP to obtain a set of parameters reflecting rank reduction. In Section 3 we propose a Wald test to determine the cointegration rank in fractional systems, adapting KP's approach. We derive the limit distribution that is standard in the case of "weak cointegration". It is shown that the estimation of the memory of the residuals does not affect the asymptotic properties of the statistic. In Section 4 we show the link between our test statistic and the canonical correlation test statistic, whereas in Section 5 we compare it with the trace test proposed by Breitung and Hassler (2002) . Section 6 propose a generalized model accounting for more complex dynamics. In Section 7 the finite sample properties of the considered test are investigated by means of a small Monte Carlo experiment. Section 8 concludes and proposes some further lines of research. The proofs are collected in the Appendix.
Singular Value Decomposition and Rank Reduction
In this subsection we review general results for reduced rank matrices derived by Kleibergen and van Dijk (1998) , and KP. The singular value decomposition (hereafter SVD) of the m × m real matrix C is given by U SV , where S is a diagonal matrix with the singular values in decreasing order in its main diagonal and U, V are orthonormal matrices so that U U = U U = V V = V V = I m . The matrix C can be always decomposed as
with A r , B r m × r matrices, A r,⊥ , B r,⊥ m × (m − r) matrices and where A r A r,⊥ = 0, B r,⊥ B r = 0, A r,⊥ A r,⊥ = I m−r , B r,⊥ B r,⊥ = I m−r , with r < m. The (m − r) × (m − r) matrix Λ r is defined as a transformation of the m − r smallest singular values of the matrix C. If Λ r = 0 the rank of the matrix C is defined by the rank of A r B r . If both A r and B r have full rank, the rank of C is equal to r. If C is a consistent estimator of an unknown matrix C 0 , Λ r reflects the distance to rank reduction, that is, a test for rank(C 0 )=r will be based on a test for H 0 : Λ r = 0. Λ r is a rotation of the smallest m − r singular values of the matrix C around the origin, so that its elements are no longer restricted to be non-negative (as the singular values are) and can be asymptotically normally distributed. The expression for A r , B r , and Λ r , A r,⊥ , B r,⊥ in terms of the smallest singular values of C follow from the relation The above equality implies that
The number of the free elements in A r and B r is 2(m × r) and therefore greater than the number of the free elements of the 2(m × r) − r 2 elements of a m × m square matrix with rank r. Hence, we need to impose a normalization for A r B r . Several normalizations are possible and the choice usually depends on the model at hand. Assume that the m-dimensional stochastic sequence X t , t = 1, 2, . . . is an autoregressive process of order one; the error correction representation is given by ∆X t = C 0 X t−1 + ε t . The null hypothesis that the rank of C 0 is equal to r, is the same as the assumption that r cointegration relationships exist. Given a consistent estimator C, it is convenient to impose for economic interpretation B r = [I r . . .B r,2 ], where B r,2 is a r × (m − r) matrix. The equation (4) implies that
Λ r is defined to pre-and post-multiplying the smallest singular values by orthonormal matrices
For example, when m − r = 1, Λ is a scalar defined as
Expression (6) implies, given equation (5), that
We note that every normalization of A r and B r leads to the same expression of Λ r , A r,⊥ , B r,⊥ . KP pointed out that the matrices (U 22
2 remain well-defined when U 22 or V 22 are of reduced rank. In order to show that, we note that for a generic matrix C, the SVD is given by C = U SV , then (CC ) 1/2 = (U SV V SU ) 1/2 = (U S 2 U ) 1/2 = U SU , and then (CC ) −1/2 C = U S −1 U U SV = U V , which is orthonormal. It follows that (CC ) 1/2 U V = C. Using the same arguments, (7) and (8) are always well defined.
Testing the cointegration rank
In our basic framework, X t is a fractionally (co-) integrated system generated from the DGP
where
the system (9) can then be rewritten as
where ε t ∼ iid(0, Σ ε ) is a linear and invertible transformation of the vector U t and α = −γ ⊥ (β γ ⊥ ) −1 has dimension m × r. In this framework, each element x j,t of the vector X t , and each cointegrating residual β i X t are respectively type II I(d) and I(d − b) processes, for j = 1, . . . m, i = 1, . . . r, where β i indicates the i-th column of the matrix β. From now on, for notational convenience, we will suppress the truncation for nonpositive t in (10), assuming implicitly that X t = 0, t ≤ 0. Moreover, we focus on the case d = 1, as assumed in most economic applications. To simplify the exposition, we first assume that b is known. The basic idea behind our testing procedure is based on testing the rank of the unrestricted OLS estimation of the regression model
and therefore the regressor vanishes for b = 0. In order to make the regressor continuous at b = 0, following LV we employ the rescaled regression model
For b → 0, the indetermination 0/0 in the first equation of (12) is solved using the L'Hôpital's rule, since the ratio lim b→0 ((1 − z) −b − 1)/b tends to the derivative of the fractional filter (1 − z) −δ evaluated at δ = 0, that is, to the linear filter t−1 for any value of b. The hypothesis of no cointegration can be therefore easily nested in our framework and formulated as the null Π = 0 in the regression model ∆X t = ΠZ (0) t−1 + ε t . We propose to estimate Π in (11) by unrestricted ordinary least squares and then test the rank of the estimatorΠ
We stress that for b ∈ [0, 0.5) the process Z (b) t−1 is asymptotically stationary and therefore standard asymptotics applies. Allowing for b > 0.5, the distribution of n b vec(Π − Π) is expressed in terms of functionals of fractional Brownian motion, as shown by a multivariate generalization of Theorem 1 in Dolado, Gonzalo, and Mayoral (2002) . This distribution leads to a nonpivotal statistic depending on memory parameter b. The above arguments justify the following assumption:
Assumption 1 We assume that the DGP is given by the model (10), d is known and equal to 1, b ∈ [0, 0.5) and ε t ∼ iid(0, Σ) with finite fourth order moment.
Assumption 1 allows only for "weak cointegration", which maintains the economic meaning of long-run equilibrium, implying that deviations from the equilibrium are "mean reverting" but nonstationary. In this framework, the proposed test enjoys a standard distribution and should be more powerful with respect to standard procedures designed for the I(1)/I(0) case.
If we apply the SVD directly onΠ, the resulting testing procedure could be sensitive to scaling ofΠ. KP suggest to normalize the estimatorΠ before we conduct the SVD of it, in order to improve the power properties of the test. Therefore, we define the follow sample moments
The matrixΘ = S 
Under the model (10) the matrices
have full rank, so
is well defined. It follows that Π and Θ have the same rank. We note that up to the constant b, A r = Ω 11 , so that A r and B r can still be interpreted respectively as adjustment coefficients and cointegrating matrices α and β . For simplicity, we have followed the notation of KP as close as possible, despite that it is not standard in the cointegrating literature. We formulate the null hypothesis
Testing (16) is equivalent to test for Λ r = 0 if and only if A r and B r have full rank, as assumed when (10) was derived from (9). If the full rank condition on A r , B r is not satisfied, the hypothesis Λ r = 0 should be interpreted as the null that the rank of the cointegrating space is at most r, against the alternative that it exceeds r; see the discussion in Johansen (1996) , Chapter 5. The alternative hypothesis H a : rank(Θ) > r can be therefore formulated as Λ r = 0 The hypothesis of no-cointegration (r = 0) correspond to the case A r B r = 0 and A r,⊥ Λ r B r,⊥ = U SV = Θ. In this case we test if all the singular values ofΘ are statistically different from zero.
In order to identifyÂ rBr we impose the normalizationB r = [I r . . .B r,2 ] as discussed in Section 2 fro B r . The limiting behavior of the different elements ofΘ in (14) is stated in Lemma 1 and Theorem 1. We useλ r to define the statistic to test (16)
Corollary 1 Under Assumption 1 and H 0 the statistic rk(r) := nλ rλ r , converges under in distribution to a χ 2 random variable with (m − r) 2 degrees of freedom. Under the alternative H a the statistic rk(r) diverges to infinity at rate n.
Proof The proof is straightforward and hence omitted.
Remark 1 In the proof of their Theorem 1, KP argue that, under the null hypothesis H 0 and provided thatΛ r p →, the normality of the (rescaled) LS estimator of Θ
implies thatÂ rBr is a root-n consistent estimator of A r B r . As a counterexample to this implication, we note that
is equal to
Let C be a stochastic matrix and
In the following we consider the model (11) allowing b to be unknown, whereas d remains fixed and equal to one. Assumption 1 is still valid for the "true" b. Our objective remains the inference on the rank of Π in the equation (11); in order to run a regression we need a consistent estimatorb of b. We labelΠ the least square estimator of Π obtained plugging inb in Z
As done before, the SVD is implemented on the scaled matrix
where 
Under H 0
whereλ = vec(Λ r ) andΛ r =Ã r,⊥ΘB r,⊥ . The rank statistic rk(r) := nλ λ converges in distribution to a χ 2 random variable with (m − r) 2 degrees of freedom. Under the alternative H a the statistic rk(r) diverge to infinity at rate n.
Remark 2 If also the fractional difference parameter of the observed series d is unknown, the test may be performed by replacing it by some consistent estimatord. However, using similar arguments to Breitung and Hassler (2006) , it can be shown that the estimation of d may affect the limiting distribution of the test.
Remark 3 We propose to estimate b from the residuals of the univariate multiple regression in levels
t + e i,t , where x i,t is the ith component of the m-vector X t and X [i] t is the (m − 1)-vector resulting from the deletion of the ith component from X t . If r > 1 and the observables and the cointegrating residuals are both purely nonstationary, Marmol and Velasco (2005) showed that, in contrast to the standard C(1, 1) case (see Wooldrige (1991 ), Johansen (2002 ), the OLS estimate of the cointegrating vector (1, Γ ) do not provide a consistent estimate of a suitable linear combination of the cointegrating relations, though remain bounded in probability. Despite of that, in our setting of common error memory of cointegrating residuals, it was shown that the OLS residualsê t still approximate an I(1 − b) processed as in the single equation set-up. See also Marmol and Velasco (2004) for a discussion.
If d is taken to be known and equal 1, the conditionb ∈ [0.5, 1) can be imposed naturally for implicitly defined memory estimators, such as the Gaussian semiparametric procedure of Robinson (1995) and the related Exact local Whittle procedure of Shimotsu and Phillips (2005) . Even forb p b, the lower bound implies that Z (b) t−1 is asymptotically stationary. The upper bound is justified by the fact that order of integration of a linear combination of I(1) systems cannot be greater than one. We do not discuss formally in this paper which estimation procedures satisfies the condition of power-rate convergence of the estimatorb stated in (18). In the case of "weak cointegration", the estimator of cointegration relationships is not superconsistent, affecting the rate of consistency ofb (see Velasco (2003) ). Bias reduction techniques like higher-order kernels suggested by Hualde and Robinson (2006) , should be useful to augment the speed of convergence of b. Further improvement could be obtained employing spectral regression methods for the estimation ofΓ. These issues deserve further investigation.
An equivalent approach
In this section, following KP's Proposition 1, we show that the statistic rk(r) can be easily implemented by solving a simple generalized eigenvalue problem. The same result can be obtained for the statistic rk(r) just adapting the notation.
Consider the SVD of the square matrixΘ Θ = U SV .
Recalling that U and V are orthonormal and S is diagonal, it follows that
The two equations in (19) are, respectively, the spectral decomposition of the symmetric matricesΘ Θ andΘΘ , therefore S contain the square roots of the ordered eigenvalues of these matrices Using the equality 
For notational convenience we define
, where U 1 and V 1 are m × r matrices. Recalling (7), (8) we have
Substituting the above expressions in (20) and using the SVD ofΘ(= U SV ), we obtain tr(B r,⊥Θ Ã r,⊥Ã r,⊥ΘB r,⊥ )
where we have used that (21) is derived from the equality tr(CD)=tr(DC) with
it follows that tr(S 2 S 2 ) is equal to the sum of the smallest m − r eigenvalues solving the polynomial equation
or, equivalently, the generalized eigenvalue problem (see Johansen (1991) )
t−1 and S 20 = S 02 . Thenλ λ = m j=r+1 µ j , where µ 1 ≥ µ 2 ≥ · · · ≥ µ m are the ordered eigenvalues solving (24).
We note that our approach is not equivalent to maximum likelihood inference and therefore it cannot be considered an extension to fractional set up of Johansen (1988) 's analysis of nonstationary systems. However, (24) represents a useful computational device. Moreover it allows us to compare, in the next section, our method with the trace statistic proposed by Breitung and Hassler (2002) .
A comparison with a related approach
Considering the DGP (9) Breitung and Hassler (2002) proposed a statistic for determine the cointegration rank of a NFI time series X t similar to the trace statistic considered in Johansen (1988 Johansen ( , 1991 . More precisely, they test the null hypothesis that the cointegration rank is equal to r, checking if the m − r smallest eigenvalues solving
are equal to zero; where proven that under the null it is asymptotically distributed as a χ 2 random variable with (m − r) 2 degrees of freedom. Nielsen (2005) showed that µ r (d) is not a regression variant of the multivariate score statistic, as demonstrated by Breitung and Hassler (2002) in the univariate case. Since the matrices M 00 , M 01 M −1 11 M 10 are symmetric, the eigenvectors corresponding to the eigenvalues µ * j , j = 1, . . . , m solving the generalized eigenvalue problem (25), can always be chosen to be orthogonal respect to M 00 . Stated differently, given two generalized eigenvectors v i , v j , i, j = 1, . . . m, v i M 00 v j = 1 {i=j} ; see for example Bierens (2005) , Theorem I.35, p.275. It turns out that
is a test-statistic for φ = 0 in the auxiliary regression
Therefore, µ r (d) is a Wald statistic and not a Score statistic. The test based on (26) should accept the null hypothesis that φ j = 0 if φ i ∈ span(γ) (see 9) and reject it when φ i ∈ span(β). Rewriting the DGP as
we note that the model (26) is misspecified because it does not include the DGP defined by (28) as a particular case under the alternative hypothesis, as pointed out by LV in the univariate case. This misspecification can affect the efficiency of the t resulting Wald test compared to a statistic based on the regression model
As noted in Section 3, lim b→0 Z (b) (26) and (28) are identical in this case.
Short run dynamic
The model (10) was adequate to illustrate the idea behind the test procedure, but it is undoubtedly very restrictive for empirical applications.
In order to allow for a richer dynamics we propose the process
where the roots of the polynomial matrix Φ(L)
all outside the unit circle. Equation (29) motivates a nonlinear regression model but we propose to consider the rescaled linear regression, exploiting the well-known decomposition Φ(L) = Φ(1) + Φ * (L)∆
where Ψ j = ΠΦ * j , and the regressors Z (b) t−j , j = 1, . . . p − 1 defined as in (12). The cointegrating matrix of X t is now given by β * = (Φ(1)β), so the cointegration rank is preserved and depends only on Π = −b(αβ ). It follows that Π * = ΠΦ(1) = αβ * .
We build the rank test on the unrestricted LS estimate of Π * in model (30). Our approach ignores the multiplicative structure of the Ψ j s, therefore it can be inefficient but it keeps the test procedure simple. Rewrite the model (30) as
. . . ∆X t−1 . . . . . .
. . . ∆X t−p
Consider the partitioned linear regression model
Applying the well-know Frish-Waugh theorem it follow that the LS estimation Π satisfy the equation
Define the matricesS 00 andS 22 as in Section 3, substituting ∆X t , Z The rank statistic rk(r) := nλ λ converge in distribution to a χ 2 random variable with (m − r) 2 degrees of freedom. Under the alternative H a the statistic rk(r) diverge to infinity at rate n.
Proof The proof is very similar to Theorem 1 and hence omitted.
Simulations
In this section we examine the finite sample performance of the proposed test by means a small Monte Carlo experiment. The data are generated according to the triangular model (see Nielsen and Shimotsu (2007) )
. . , n. The dimension of the system m is set to 4 and r 0 = 2 cointegration relationships are imposed. The cointegrating matrix is given by β = (I 2 . . .−Φ ) , with Φ = ((1, 0.5) . . .(0.5, 1) ) and (ε 1t , ε 2t ) ∼ iid N (0, I 4 ). Let
. . .X 2t ) and x it the ith component of X t , i = 1, . . . , 4. The memory parameter b is estimated from the OLS residuals of the auxiliary regression
by means of the Exact Local Whittle (hereafter ELW) estimator by Shimotsu and Phillips (2005) . More precisely we apply the ELW to the seriesê t = x 1t −Γ y t , maximizing over the compact setδ ∈ [0.500001, 1], with δ = 1−b, so thatb := 1 −δ satisfies condition (18) in Theorem 2. Let H 0 (r) be the shorthand notation for null hypothesis H 0 : rank(Θ) = r. Our inference procedure consist in testing H(r) :Λ r = 0. If r > r 0 , then rank(A r B r ) < r and H(r) is not correctly specified, that is it is not equivalent to H 0 (r). To avoid this case, we suggest to perform the test H(r), for r = 0, 1, . . . ,r, wherer < m is the first value assumed by the index r for which we can not reject H(r). In other words, the test rejects H(r) for r = 0, 1, . . . ,r − 1 but not H(r).r is a consistent estimator of r 0 . In our experiment we test H(r), r = 0, 1, 2. The tables reports the percentage of rejection of the null hypothesis H(r) at the nominal level of 5%. The number of replications is 50,000, the sample lengths n are 100, 200, 500. 22 the size is upper-biased especially for T = 100 and large b, but power increases. Table 1 reports the result when the hypothesis H(0) of no cointegration is tested. As b → 0 all the eigenvalues of Π approach to zero. In this case, corresponding to the last column of the table (1 − b = 1), X t can be considered as equivalent to a multivariate random walk with full rank covariance matrix and therefore the null is true. As we could expect, the empirical rejection frequencies of rk(0) are above the nominal level, because the estimation of b leads to an increase in the sampling variation of the test statistic. The distortion is higher for small sample sizes and more narrow bandwidths.
In Table 2 we consider the rejection frequencies for the hypothesis that the cointegration rank is one. The test shows good power also in small samples for b ≥ 0.3. For b = 1 the rank of A r B r is near to be zero and the power of the test is very poor for n ≤ 200. This indicates that large samples are needed for detecting very weak cointegration relationships. Similar arguments can be used to explain the empirical size of the test, examined in Table 3 . Simulations unreported here show that for n = 1000 the size for 1 − b = 0.9 is still around 2%. Finally we note that in the simple framework considered here the behavior of the proposed test is not greatly affected from the first step estimation ofb, at least for n ≥ 200. Moreover its power is superior to the trace statistic by Breitung and Hassler (2002) while the size is comparable.
[T ables 1, 2, 3 about here]
Conclusion and directions for further research
In this paper we have introduced a simple Wald test for determining the cointegration rank of a nonstationary system, allowing to the cointegrating residuals to be fractionally integrated of unknown order. The test is regression based but can be easily implemented solving a generalized eigenvalue of the type proposed by Johansen (1988) . Many directions for further investigation could be suggested. First, we only allow for weak cointegration leading to standard asymptotics. If b > 1/2 then the limit distribution of the test is not standard and bootstrap techniques could be employed, following Davidson (2002 Davidson ( , 2006 . Second, we recall that we used the ELW estimator by Shimotsu and Phillips (2005) without formally proving that the assumption of the power rate consistency ofb was satisfied. This issue deserve further investigation. The finite sample performance of these estimate could be improved applying spectral regression techniques to the univariate auxiliary regression. Third, in the presence of short run correlation in the ECM we propose to use a linear unrestricted estimation. However efficiency improvements could be achieve by using nonlinear estimates or two-step procedures that use the multiplicative structure of the matrix coefficients.
Appendix
Proof of Lemma 1
IfΘ is a consistent estimator of Θ and null hypothesis H 0 : rank(Θ) = r holds true, then
where A r and B r are of full rank r. Therefore, pre-and post-multiplyinĝ Θ − Θ by the matrices (Â r . . .Â r,⊥ ) and (B r . . .B r,⊥ ) we obtain
We label R ij , i, j = 1, 2 the sub-matrices obtained partitioning the matrix R as in ( 
that alsoB r p → B r . The consistency ofÂ r andÂ r,⊥ can be derived by the same arguments, considering the blocks R 21 and R 22 and the identitŷ
Proof of Theorem 1
As discussed in Section 3, the proof of Theorem 1 we provide is not a simple application of Theorem 1 of KP to fractional cointegration. First we provide a different derivation of the root-n consistency ofÂ rBr in order to give a formal justification to Remark 1. Then we will show that only the consistency ofÂ r andB r are needed in order to prove the Theorem. Under Assumption 1, ∆X t and Z (b) t−1 are asymptotically stationary and using a standard central limit theorem for martingale difference sequences it follows that
Then using that vec(ABC) = (C ⊗ A)vec(B) andΘ − Θ =Â rBr − A r B r + A r,⊥ΛrBr,⊥ , we have that under H 0
Rewriting (36) as
and pre-multiplying (38) by (B r ⊗Â r ) we get
where W = (B r,⊥ ⊗A r,⊥ )V(B r,⊥ ⊗A r,⊥ ). The proof of Lemma 1 show thatÂ r andB r are consistent estimator, entailing thatÂ rBr is a root-n consistent estimator of A r B r . KP show that this result implies the root-n consistency ofÂ r andB r and their null spaces. Our proof of Theorem 1 pursue a different route. Next we note that (37) can be rewritten as I m ⊗ Ω 
proving the theorem.
Proof of Theorem 2
We first show the consistency of the estimator
Consider the regression model
and the expression
where From (40) it follows that we have to show thatΠ
is O p (1). Consider first the expression (42). Following LV and Robinson and Hualde (2003) , Proposition 9, we note that, for j = 1, 2, . . . , n, the expression ψ j (b) − ψ j (b) in (41) equals to
where,b is an intermediate stochastic point between b andb and ψ (r)
The term (42), up to the constant matrix Π/b can be written as follows:
Since Robinson and Hualde (2003) , Lemma D3) the sequence ψ
In order to analyze (46), we focus on the term:
where ∆X
t−1 are, respectively, the κ − th and − th elements of the vectors ∆X t−j and Z (b) t−1 . The first term of the product in the right hand side of the above equation can be bounded by
By Lemma D.5 of Robinson and Hualde (2003) , for any > 0, (47) is O p n b+δ (log n) R and taking R large enough we can make (46) 
It remains to analyze the asymptotic behavior of the term (43). First we note that
and recalling equation (44) it is easy to show that
Next we consider the fist term
and we analyze the term in brackets in the above expression scaled by
For R large enough, (52) is O p (1). The higher order terms in 51 are O p (n −τ ), that is depend on the rate of convergence in probability ofb. Therefore
This conclude the proof thatΠ − Π = O p (n −τ ), implying thatΘ p → Θ =, so that Lemma 1. applies.
From the first order condition for the test least squares estimatorΠ, we obtain
Pre-and post-multiplying respectively by S 22 and lim n→∞ Θ (n) = Θ. If S 00 and S 22 has full rank, considering Θ or Θ (n) makes no difference to our aim, because under the null both have exactly rank r. With a slight abuse of notation, we will use the notation Θ for both, without making further distinctions. Under H 0 : Λ = 0, Θ = A r B r ; using the decomposition (17) we get
Pre-multiplying the above equation by A r,⊥ , post-multiplying byB r,⊥ and recalling that A r,⊥ =Ã r,⊥ + o p (1), we obtain
and taking the vec
Using (53) it follows that
whereas, by (49), lim n→∞ S 22 = Ω 11 . Proceeding as in the proof of Theorem 1, it is easy to check that, as n → ∞
proving that rk(r) ∼ χ 2 (m−r) 2 under the null and diverges at rate n under the alternative (λ = 0). (2002, 2003) .
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